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WHAT IS DIE-CAST CLUB?
Founded in 2013 by a family of motor enthusiasts and
model collectors spanning three generations, Die-Cast Club
was created with the idea of uniting motor enthusiasts
around the world.
Having merged in 2017 with Eaglemoss Ltd., a leading
international publisher, Die-Cast Club is all about
everything engine. We are crazy about Cars, Airplanes and
Motorcycles and we want all of our models to be perfectly
crafted just for you, from vintage classics to the latest
models of the season.
We continually push the boundaries of what’s possible with
die-cast, sharing a commitment to precision design and
authentic realization using only the highest quality materials
and cutting-edge manufacturing processes.

Die-Cast Club now offers everything a true motor
enthusiast could desire.

RECAP FROM THE TRACKS
Can Leclerc Challenge the TOP DOGS?
The Bahrain GP was brutal.
The whole world felt for Charles Leclerc as he dominated the race
but was lucky to come third after a short circuit in his engine. Clearly
heartbroken he said,
“Today was not our day. It’s sad because obviously I was so close of
realising a dream that you have since childhood, which is your first
win in Formula One”.

However devastating that must have been for him, you can’t help but
think that seeing on top of the podium will become a regularity. The
youngster has impressed in only his second season in F1, showing he
deserves to be in and amongst the best in the world. The question is,
can he beat the established drivers to a world championship? Some
are already questioning Vettel’s place at Ferrari – after a mistake
Bahrain saw him spin out and eventually finish 5th. With undoubtedly
the quickest car on the grid, Ferrari only have one podium to show
for it, which is unacceptable.

WRC: Tour De Corse Recap
There was some serious drama at Tour De Course. Elfyn Evans was
set to get only his second WRC victory before a puncture gave the
win to Thierry Neuville. Evans was a full 11 seconds beyond Neuville
before his tyres failed him just a few meters before the finish line,
meaning he eventually came in third, behind Sebastien Ogier.

This has huge implications for the rest of the season, as Neuville
pulls into the lead by a mere two points ahead of Ogier, and five
ahead of Tanak. It’s only a few races into the season, but already this
season looks like it could come right down to the wire. The question
is whether Neuville can hold off the ever consistent Ogier and fend off
an attack from Tanak to win his first World Rally Championship.

https://shop.eaglemoss.com

Bautista UNSTOPPABLE in The World
Superbike Championship
Simply unbelievable, you couldn’t write it. Bautista is utterly
dominating the 2019 World Superbike Championship in the most
dramatic style. His 11th win out of 11, it appears that no one can
touch him. Even second place Jonathan Rea seems miles away from
Bautista, even though the season has barely just begun.

After Bautista’s Assen victory, four-time world champion Rea
commented upon the gap at the top, “The performance gap is just
too much, I can’t do anything right now, but we have to put pressure
on Kawasaki to improve our package.”

There is only question on everyone’s minds – can he be stopped?
Even though this is the most dominant performance we have ever
seen, this is motorsport and anything can happen.

OUR CLASSIC CARS
As sure as April brings Spring, Die-Cast Club bring you the story
of not one but three new vans.
This month your journey through time ranges from 1959 to over a
decade earlier, 1948. The first stop is 1959 and Fiat’s partnership
with a post-war Palermo toy shop, symbolized by the Fiat 600
Multipla – Studer. The distorted shape of the Fiat 600 Multipla
renders it eye-catching and the vast surface area lends itself to roof
additions, ensuring that Studer’s devotion to rebuild after the war
was both publicized and celebrated.

Next is the beautiful 1955 Alfa Romeo Romeo – La Cimbali. The Alfa
Romeo was to delivery vans what La Cimbali was to coffee making
– quick, efficient and well loved. It is easy to see how the van got
its name, with additional space to load deliveries and customizable
stained glass windows, the Alfa Romeo was as irresistable to
companies wanting to advertise, as Verona’s Romeo was once to
Juliet.

Our final destination in April is 1948 and a return to Fiat’s post-war
support of emerging brands wishing to propel a country back to
prosperity. The sturdy structure and material, when combined with
the sleek design of the Fiat 1100 ELR, was the perfect choice of
vehicle to represent a then unique and original brand of bottled liquid
gas: Butangas.

Each car has its own little slice of Italian history, each had its part to
play in rebuilding Italy and delivering joy across the country.

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
EU To Introduce Mandatory Speed Limiters
By 2022
Without meaning to sound like your grandad after a few glasses of
sherry at Christmas – has the world gone completely mad? What’s
next? Mandatory bibs to stop people spilling food on themselves?
Let’s ban bananas to stop people slipping on them!
Well… not quite.

Whilst these measures may seem straight out of a dystopian science
fiction novel, it’s not as clear cut as it may initially seem.
Firstly, the speed limiters can be overridden by pushing hard on the
accelerator, meaning you could break the speed limit to overtake
someone on the motorway, for example. It’s also easy to forget the
human element in all of this; the EU has said that it would reduce the
25,000 fatalities on the roads each year by 20%. That’s 5,000 lives
saved.
However, you do have to wonder where these types of innovation are
taking us. Self-driving cars and mandatory speed limiters seem like
we’re heading towards a world where cars are made for transport
and nothing else. To us petrolheads, cars are anything but getting
from A to B, it’s about enjoying the ride. So, whilst I can’t argue with
the EU’s intent, to save lives, I worry about how restrictive these
regulations could get.

FACT OF THE MONTH:
THE

LARGEST

COLLECTION

OF MODEL AIRCRAFT IS ON DISPLAY AT
SHANNON AIRPORT
MEET THE MAN WITH OVER 1,500 DIECAST MODEL AIRPLANES.
Michael Kelly, 67, from Farranshone, Ireland, started collecting
the models in his mid-teens after he asked to be taken to Shannon
Airport after his first communion. Now, after many years,
Michael’s collection is going back to where it all started for him.
He’s donating his entire collection after it outgrew his farmhouse.
Michael’s passion and joy for these aircraft is clear for all to see,
as the director of operations at Shannon Airport Niall Maloney
commented,
“Once you meet Michael, his enthusiasm, his knowledge of all
these aircraft comes across instantly. He knows every aircraft
type, has all the history behind where these aircraft, where they
were flown, who they’ve flown.”
Indeed, at one point
Michael was spending
€25,000 a year on
his collection but
added,
“I don’t regret a bit
of it. It was a very
hard journey that I
absolutely adored.
No regrets. I’m
chuffed that they’re
in Shannon now. It’s a
job well done as far as I’m concerned. I feel personally that it’s a
great achievement.”
Well Michael, you couldn’t be more right.
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